With the emergence of small cell networks and fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks, the backhaul becomes increasingly complex. This study addresses the problem of how a central SDN orchestrator can flexibly share the total backhaul capacity of the various wireless operators among their gateways and radio nodes (e.g., LTE enhanced Node Bs or Wi-Fi access points). In order to address this backhaul resource allocation problem, we introduce a novel backhaul optimization methodology in the context of the recently proposed LayBack SDN backhaul architecture. In particular, we explore the decomposition of the central optimization problem into a layered dual decomposition model that matches the architectural layers of the LayBack backhaul architecture. In order to promote scalability and responsiveness, we employ different timescales, i.e., fast timescales at the radio nodes and slower timescales in the higher LayBack layers that are closer to the central SDN orchestrator. We numerically evaluate the scalable layered optimization for a specific case of the LayBack backhaul architecture with four layers, namely a radio node (eNB) layer, a gateway layer, an operator layer, and central coordination in an SDN orchestrator layer. The coordinated sharing of the total backhaul capacity among multiple operators lowers the queue lengths compared to the conventional backhaul without sharing among operators. emerged as a critical bottleneck of novel high-capacity wireless networks, such as small cell networks and 5G networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Introduction

Motivation
In conventional wireless networks, each wireless service operator maintains its own wireless network infrastructure with its own backhaul network that interconnects the wireless network frontend with the Internet at large. Typically, each operator has a fixed maximum installed backhaul capacity. Sudden demand surges for backhaul capacity from the wireless devices and the corresponding radio nodes, e.g., the LTE enhanced Node Bs (eNBs) and Wi-Fi access points (APs), of one operator may overwhelm the operator's backhaul capacity and result in poor service quality, and ultimately, reduced revenue. Overall, with the advances in the wireless transmission capacities, the backhaul has a similar rationale as [47] for the intermediate decisions. Moreover, similarly to the second category of studies, we consider multiple timescales. While the different allocation problems in prior studies had been placed in different layers of the conventional protocol stack, the different allocation problems correspond to different layers of the LayBack architecture in our optimization model.
The Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty method introduced in [51, 52] has been extensively used in recent years for enforcing constraints in dynamic control. We employ the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty method to incorporate an economic constraint in the allocation across different operators.
Wireless Backhaul Network Optimization
Judicious usage of the resources in backhaul networks can greatly enhance the wireless services while increasing revenues [53, 54] . Generally, the dynamic sharing of installed transmission resources is a promising strategy for enhancing the performance of wireless backhaul networks [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Our specific focus is on expanding the scope of resource sharing by exploiting the centralized control that SDN provides while operating within the hierarchical layer structure of the SDN-based backhaul networks. We note that aside from the general enhancement of resource sharing and use, some recent optimization studies have sought to consider specific objectives, such as to minimize energy consumption [66] [67] [68] , or to optimize for uploading specific content, e.g., video [69] .
Typically, the different hierarchical layers cover geographic regions of different scopes and operate on different timescales, e.g., fast timescales in small localized regions and slow timescales over wide-area regions. To the best of our knowledge, only a few studies have explicitly considered these heterogenous scopes and timescales. Prasad et al. [70] combined an allocation of users to a set of beam vectors in the backhaul of a heterogeneous wireless network on a slow timescale with a corresponding transmission time slot allocation on a fast timescale. Tang et al. [71] examined interactions between slow timescale resource allocation in a pool of baseband units (BBUs) in a cloud radio access network with a fast-timescale beam-forming in remote radio heads. The related recent study [72] has examined the interactions between the slicing of the upper layers of the communication network stack at a slow timescale with the fast-timescale wireless channel dynamics, while the study [73] has considered multiple timescales for optimizing a decentralized SDN control structure. Moreover, in the context of computation task scheduling on virtual machines, a collaborative centralized and distributed control approach has recently been examined in [74] , while multiple timescales have been examined in [75] . We also note that two timescales have been considered for minimizing energy costs for data center computations [76, 77] and for smart grid optimization [78] .
Complementary to these prior studies, we present a case study on the optimal dynamic allocation of an abstract backhaul resource (represented by a bitrate) over a total of four layers operating on four different timescales. A preliminary version of parts of this case study has appeared in [1] . This article gives a refined comprehensive presentation of our case study, including the complete set of algorithms for solving the four sub-problems at the considered four layers, whereas only the algorithm for solving one subproblem was worked out in [1] . Moreover, this article gives the full details of the evaluation methodology and expanded results.
We note that this case study does not seek to examine theoretical convergence guarantees for multi-layer multi-timescale optimization. Initial steps towards such a theoretical analysis have recently been reported in [79] . As a complement to and a motivation for detailed theoretical analyses, this present case study seeks to demonstrate the feasibility of the multi-layer optimization with multiple timescales and to showcase performance gains for wireless backhaul.
Overview of Layered Backhaul (LayBack) Network Architecture
The LayBack network architecture [12] categorizes the backhaul network elements, such as switches, gateways, and core networks, into layers that are broader than the traditional access networks, aggregation networks, and data center networks. The LayBack architecture envisions to homogenize the multitude of networking technologies, such as cable, cellular, and traditional Ethernet through a unifying SDN orchestrator.
Layers in LayBack
We briefly review the layers in the LayBack architecture, which is illustrated in Figure 1 , focusing mainly on the context of cellular networks. The end-device layer encompasses the heterogeneous mobile wireless end devices. The radio node layer includes the LTE eNBs and Wi-Fi APs. The gateway (GW) layer encompasses the network entities between the radio node layer and the backhaul (core) entities, e.g., entities of the legacy enhanced packet core. For instance, the GW layer may include the gateways of small cell deployments, or the Base Band Units (BBUs) of a cloud radio access network. Similarly, a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS) [80, 81] , which serves as a gateway for radio nodes [82] , belongs to the GW layer. The SDN switching layer consists of SDN switches that flexibly interconnect the radio node layer with the backhaul (core) layer. Radio nodes operating in a non-C-RAN environment (such as macro cell eNBs) process the baseband signals locally and connect directly to the backhaul (core) layer network gateways via the SDN switching layer. The backhaul (core) network layer comprises technology-specific network elements, such as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) which supports the connectivity of LTE eNBs. 
Figure 1.
Illustration of LayBack architecture and multi-timescale optimization decomposition in context of cellular networks: LayBack partitions the wireless backhaul infrastructure into radio node layer, gateway layer, SDN switching layer, and core network layer. The entire network is controlled by the central unifying SDN orchestrator. This case study decomposes the optimization of the sharing of the backhaul bitrate of multiple operator core networks into fast-timescale sub-problems at the radio nodes and progressively slower timescale sub-problems at the gateways and operator core networks; whereby all sub-problems are coordinated through a root problem at the SDN orchestrator.
Management in LayBack
The unifying SDN orchestrator in LayBack has three main tasks: (1) it creates a common platform for coordinating among all the wireless service operators and heterogeneous network technologies across its layers; (2) it maintains the current topology information of the entire network and tracks the network capabilities; (3) it enables each of the layers to flexibly reconfigure the network by allocating resources in response to their time-varying needs, while maintaining long-term performance requirements that define the service guarantees. The networks maintained by different operators periodically communicate their requirements and reconfiguration capabilities to the SDN orchestrator to enable the SDN orchestrator to fulfill its tasks. Next, we show how these tasks can be combined with an online optimal resource sharing task that leverages our multi-layer multi-timescale NUM framework.
Layered SDN-Based Optimization Framework
Overview
This section formulates a multi-layer multi-timescale optimization model for the backhaul resource sharing in LayBack. The optimization model is decomposed into multiple layers so that the orchestrator centrally controls the resource sharing among the operators, while distributing the decision-making processes to ensure scalability. The multiple timescales facilitate quick dynamic reactions to the needs of the network end users while accommodating the signaling delays to the central SDN orchestrator.
In our optimization model, we abstract away the actual relationships between the physical layer wireless communication resources (i.e., spectrum and power) at the radio node layer (eNB, Wi-Fi AP) and the corresponding dynamic allocation of the bitrate. We focus on the management of an abstract total backhaul bitrate resource Z, which is indirectly tied to the redistribution of the physical layer wireless communication resources. The SDN-based LayBack architecture maintains a logically separated queue at each radio node. The shared resource Z trickles down from the unifying SDN orchestrator to the operators, from each operator to its gateways (GWs) and, finally, from each GW to its radio nodes.
Model Definitions
We consider a network with O distinct operators, indexed by o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (The main model definitions are summarized in Table 1 .) Each operator manages a set G o of GWs indexed by g ∈ G o . In turn, each GW g manages a set of eNBs, indexed by n ∈ N g . Let us also define the set N O o=1 g∈G o N g of all the eNBs and the set G O o=1 G o of all the GWs. The queue at a given eNB n ∈ N is denoted by Q n and its dynamics are
where a n [t] and z n [t] represent, respectively, the exogenous packet arrival process and the backhaul service rate that is granted to eNB n during time slot t. Also, [·] + denotes the projection onto the nonnegative orthant ([γ] + = max(γ, 0)). The service rate z n [t] represents the backhaul (bitrate) resources allocated for the upstream (eNB to GW) transmission between t and t + 1 to the specific eNB n.
The multi-layer multi-timescale optimization framework developed in this section is applicable for the wide range of optimal resource allocations to distributed entities. In particular, the developed optimization framework is well suited for scenarios with substantial signaling delays between the distributed entities and a central controller so that purely centralized decisions are impractical. Aside from large-scale wireless access networks, such resource allocation problems arise for instance in supply and demand management [83] and in transactive energy markets [84] [85] [86] [87] . 
Centralized Queue Length Minimization
Before introducing our timescale decomposition, we start from the centralized optimization we wish to emulate, and the logical steps that decompose the problem into layers via the Lagrange decomposition. If the SDN orchestrator, with full control of the total service rate Z, could allocate rates directly to the eNBs, the optimization would be:
where we use the QMW policy as objective function with U n (z n ) = Q n [t]z n for the sake of illustrating the decomposition technique. In this formulation, the first constraint represents the overall backhaul capacity, whereas the second constraint defines the feasible region for optimization variable z n which is limited by serving all packets in the queue per one time slot. We remark that an alternative optimization case study would be to consider the wireless device queues as the bottom layer queues. For such an alternate optimization model with wireless device queues, the utility should include the state w of the wireless channel which could be incorporated as f (Q n [t], w, z n [t]), whereby f is a known function of the queue, channel state information w, and service rate z n [t].
With the QMW policy, the maximization in (2) leads to the minimization of the long-term average total queue length, which also results in the minimization of the end-to-end delay in the network (a consequence of Little's theorem [88] for the simplified scenario of continuous flows and infinite queue backlogs [89] ).
Operator Resource Constraints
There are two potential problems with solving (2): (1) the allocation of network resources at the level of granularity of individual eNBs may result in scalability problems; and (2) without any long-term constraints, some operators may hoard backhaul resources. In order to create multiple layers to distribute the decision-making processes, we rewrite the maximization in (2) by introducing variables that for the sake of solving (2), are slack variables. As we will see, the additional variables represent actual network decisions in the distributed and time-decomposed implementation of the centralized scheduler.
In particular, let us denote by x o the portion of the wireless service rate Z that is distributed to operator o and let x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x O } denote the vector of allocated operator service rates. Each operator o, o = 1, . . . , O, redistributes the resources, by giving a portion y g of x o to each of its GWs g ∈ G o , whereby we denote y o = {y g : g ∈ G o } for the vector of GW rate allocations of operator o. In turn, each GW g redistributes the resources, by giving a portion z n of y g to each of its eNBs n ∈ N g , whereby we denote z g = {z n : n ∈ N g }. If all these assignments could happen at the same timescale indexed by t, distributing the constraints at each layer, the optimization could be solved as follows:
max.
being the optimal value of the subproblem:
and U g y g ; t being the optimal value of max
It is important, however, to remark that the allocation of x to solve (3) needs to respect an "economic" constraint across the operators that defines a contractual service obligation and prevents any operator from gaming the system (i.e., consistently acquiring more resources than what it paid for). This constraint on the long-run average of the decisions x is:
where for consistency of the problem, it is necessary to have ∑ O o=1 Z o ≤ Z. At the same time, by having an inequality constraint, we are not forced to assign resources to an operator that would be wasted if there is not sufficient uplink demand.
We use the concept of virtual queues, following the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty approach [51] to encode the constraint in (6), and we modify the objective in (3) into:
After deciding x[t], the virtual queues Θ o are updated as:
where Z o is the fixed average maximum resource limitation of operator o. The parameter V represents the "flexibility" of the constraint in (6), e.g., the higher V the more inclined we are to temporarily violate the constraint. The next subsection serves as a basis to tackle the problem at different timescales that are aligned with the network infrastructure, as elaborated in Section 4.6. It is however easier to derive them in the ideal static case first, given that the expressions in the dynamic case will have the same form, albeit with different meanings.
Iterative Solution via Gradient Descent
We omit the time index t to avoid notational clutter. The dual objective function of the subproblem (3) can be written as
whereby Q denotes the vector of queue occupancies. We introduce the Lagrangian dual variable λ Z for the constraint in (3), the Lagrangian dual variables {λ x o : o = 1, . . . , O} for the constraints in (4), and the Lagrangian dual variables {λ y g : g ∈ G} for the constraints in (5) . Then, unfolding all the constraints, we obtain (10) and following a cascade of primal dual decompositions (see [42] ), the optimization can be solved via the sequence of projected gradient descent updates:
where the different α denote step sizes. The bottom layer optimization in (9) can be solved with Algorithm 1, while the solution for a general utility is shown in [90] . We note that to ensure the convergence of the decomposition, the updates in (11)-(14) must be read as follows: to reach the optimal λ Z , the SDN orchestrator needs to perform a sufficient number of iterations in (11) . However, before computing one iteration of (11), the operator layer below should perform a sufficient number of iterations of (12) upon receiving the Lagrangian λ Z , and so on. Unless a value can be computed in closed form in one shot, each update that includes the solution of an optimization problem (i.e., it has an argmax or argmin term in the update) requires a sufficient number of gradient descent updates at the lower level to approximate the solution of the subproblem. Therefore, the indices k in (11)- (14) are not associated with the same timescale. If the computation at each layer and the communication delays among layers were all negligible, we would be in the timescale separation regime [42, 43] . However, this is not possible in a real system, since latencies play a significant role in real networks and the framework we are about to explain explicitly takes these latencies into consideration. We also note that in this decomposition model, there is no sharing of information among the operators, which makes the model more practical. All message passing occurs only between neighboring layers, whereby the lower layer sends the optimal resource allocation and the upper layer sends the dual variable.
Algorithm 1: Solution of (9) (at GW g).
end Let us start by considering the optimization at the bottom layer as the one that operates at the minimum latency, i.e., the time difference between the time indexes t and t + 1 is the Round Trip Time (RTT) between GW and eNB τ G N (considered equal, for simplicity, for all GWs and eNBs), since it is the one closest to the devices and to the information regarding traffic. To map all the time instants into integer values of t, it is convenient to normalize all times with respect to τ G N (i.e., we set τ G N = 1). Our framework considers that in actual network infrastructures one has constraints that prevent the redistribution of the total resource across the operators (e.g., the decisions {x o : o = 1, . . . , O}) and redistribution of operator resources across the GWs (e.g., the decisions {y g : g ∈ G}) from changing at the same timescale of the redistribution of GW resources across the eNBs (e.g., the decisions {z n : n ∈ N }). Therefore, even if a genie could compute the optimal solution of the decomposed problem at each instant t, it might not be possible to implement the decision.
Denoting with L and P · L the minimum refresh times for the GW decisions y and for the operator's decisions x, respectively, time t can be written according to a poly-phase decomposition as
where P · L > P · L and L > L are the selected refresh times. We illustrate the multi-timescale dynamics of the optimization framework in Figure 2 showing the interactions of eNBs, GWs, operators, and SDN orchestrator.
In the next subsection, to comply with the refresh time limits, the greedy optimization, decoupled at any instant t, is mapped into the stochastic optimization we solve. Changing the objectives from deterministic values to expected values is necessary to capture the uncertainty of the impact of the decisions x and y on the future queues evolving at a faster timescale, e.g., on the effect that a change in higher layers' resources distribution, produces on the lower layers' optimizations.
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Illustration of the dynamics of the multi-timescale optimization framework within context of LayBack infrastructure: the optimal policy to minimize end-to-end delay is decoupled into multiple layers of sub-problems, with faster timescale at the lower LayBack layers.
the impact of the choice of the K i , i = 1, . . . , 4 has not been fully addressed in the literature, where these parameters are implicitly predetermined in the formulations studied. If we look at the static problem, as a "surrogate" for the dynamic problem (up to the next decision), increasing the number of iterations and delaying future decisions can guarantee a better accuracy for a static scenario; however, the ability of the algorithm to incorporate new dynamic information is compromised. That trade-off just described creates another optimization issue which is the subject of our future research and not in the scope of this paper.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we show the effectiveness of the proposed method in handling demand peaks (i.e., high traffic hours) across different operators by multiplexing resources dynamically. The bottleneck of the proposed approach is that, due to network latencies, high level decisions cannot be instantaneous and if one of the operators experiences a demand peak right after the other, the first of the event creates a response lag in addressing the subsequent events. In our experiments we test different values of the parameter V in (7) . Our baselines are: 1) absence of the LayBack orchestrator, e.g. fixed allocation for x o (labeled "no LB" in the plots) and 2) a centralized optimal scheduler with no latency and no long term constraints limiting operators (labeled "QMW" in the plots). The parameters in Fig. 2 are set to K 1 = 10,
, which correspond to 1s and 100ms for an RTT between GWs and eNBs of 10ms latency, respectively. L and P L are set to 20 and 200 respectively. For all the updates α = 0.4. For numerical stability, the computation of λ yg uses the following queues' normalization Qn n∈Ng Qn |Ng| 2 , which does not alter the solution. The network has the following parameters:
The aggregate rate demand for each operator is kept constant at 80Mbps, except for a peak of 10s duration of 160Mbps, for each operator. Operator 1 experiences the peak in demand rate at time t = 10s, whereas for Operator 2 the peak happens at time t = (10+∆t)s. At all times, the traffic is homogeneous across the same operator's eNBs. For the selected time parameters and a packet size of 12.5 KBytes, the scenario just described corresponds to a process a n [t] in (1) as P ois(0.4) in normal conditions and P ois(0.8) when the demand peak occurs. In Fig. 3 , we show three different simulations over time for different values of ∆t: for ∆t = 0 traffic is perfectly balanced, hence no redistribution across operators is enabled, for ∆t = 15s the aforementioned overshadowing effect can be seen in the delay Illustration of the dynamics of the multi-timescale optimization framework within context of LayBack infrastructure: the optimal policy to minimize end-to-end delay is decoupled into multiple layers of sub-problems, with faster timescales at the lower LayBack layers The eNBs n, n ∈ N g , at a GW g pass their queue occupancies each eNB-GW round-trip time RTT τ G N to GW g. Based on the received vector of queue occupancies Q, GW g evaluates the allocations z g to its eNBs with Algorithm 1. Similarly, the SDN orchestrator evaluates the allocations x to the operators with Algorithms 2 and 3; while each operator o evaluates the allocations y o to its GWs with Algorithms 4 and 5. (In order to reduce clutter, the eNB-to-GW RTT τ G N has been normalized to one in the illustration, i.e., K 1 in the illustration corresponds to K 1 τ G N in actual time).
Algorithm 2:
At the SDN orchestrator.
Call Algorithm 3 with input λ Input : (12);
onto the feasible set in (17);
Algorithm 5: Iterates for y g (at GW g).
Call Algorithm 1 with input y g to solve (5);
Receive λ y g (y (k 1 ) g ) and update y (k+1) g via (14);
Stochastic Optimization and Temporal Decomposition
Since the different layers cannot communicate instantaneously, the parameters of the queues change dynamically underneath. Clearly, the objectives of the optimization must be defined in such a way that they stay constant while the bottom layer changes stochastically from one state to the next. The proposed framework can be seen as a special case of stochastic gradient descent where the network dynamics, via the evolution of the queues, impose the sequence of training sample updates. In particular, the SDN orchestrator operates its optimization at every time instant t = mPL, performing
with U o (x o ; (mP + p) L) equal to the optimal value of the problem solved at the operator layer below:
and U g y g ; (mP + p)L + being the optimal values of the optimization in (5) for t = (mP + p)L + . The updates derived in (11)- (14) will then be used to update the decisions x every PL and the decisions y every L, as if convergence to the solution of a static problem has been achieved in the time horizons of length PL and L, respectively. By introducing K i as the number of iterations of each update in layer i = 1, . . . , 4, respectively, starting from the bottom, we can derive the following relations:
where τ S O , τ O G , and τ G N , are, respectively, the RTTs between the SDN orchestrator and the operators, between the operators and the GWs, as well as between the eNBs and the GWs (see also Figure 2 , where τ G N has been normalized to one). The inequalities in (18)- (19) indicate that if we want to act fast, e.g., reduce P and L (possibly to the minimum refresh times) we need to perform fewer iterations. Vice versa, if we want to perform more iterations, we must be willing to act slower in updating the decisions x and y. If we view the static problem as a "surrogate" for the dynamic problem (up to the next decision), increasing the number of iterations and delaying future decisions can guarantee a better accuracy for a static scenario; however, the ability of the algorithm to incorporate new dynamic information is compromised. This trade-off creates another optimization issue which is an important future research direction.
Numerical Evaluation Results
In this section, we describe the evaluation setup for this numerical optimization case study and discuss the evaluation results obtained with the optimization approach described in the preceding section.
Evaluation Setup
We have implemented the optimization framework described in Section 4 in MATLAB to evaluate the allocation of the backhaul bitrate resources in the upstream path in LayBack. The upstream data path consists of eNB, GW, and an operator core network.
LayBack Architecture
Initially, we consider a LayBack network architecture with O = 2 network operators, which we index with o = 1 and o = 2. Each network operator has three GWs for a total of six GWs. Each gateway has ten eNBs for a total of 60 eNBs.
Each operator has an installed backhaul bitrate resource (capacity) of Z o = 10 Mbps. Assuming that the two operators have agreements to fully share each other's backhaul capacity, the aggregate available backhaul bitrate (capacity) is Z = 20 Mbps. The objective of the optimization is to optimally share the available backhaul resource of Z = 20 Mbps among all eNBs attached to all the GWs of both operators o = 1 and o = 2.
The round-trip propagation delays (RTTs) are set to eNB-GW RTT τ G N = 1 ms, GW-operator RTT τ O G = 100 ms, and operator-SDN orchestrator RTT τ S O = 1 s.
Optimization Parameters
The iteration parameters are set to K 1 = 10, K 2 = 5, K 3 = 10, and K 4 = 1. Following the lower bounds imposed by the K values in Equations (18) and (19) , we set PL = 2500 and L = 150. By default, we set the mean drift-plus-penalty parameter to V = 1000. For all the updates, α = 0.4 and for numerical stability, the computation of λ y g considers the queue normalization Q n ∑ n∈Ng Q n |N g | 2 , which does not alter the solution.
Comparison Benchmark
The baseline in our evaluation is the performance of a no-SDN wireless scheduling framework, i.e., the absence of the LayBack orchestrator to coordinate the scheduling. As a result, each operator o can only occupy its own backhaul bandwidth Z o , i.e., there is no inter-operator bandwidth sharing. More specifically, in our simulations, the no-SDN benchmark solves only the optimization up to the subproblem Equation (4) with the dynamic operator allocation x o replaced by the static operator capacity Z o , and the subproblem Equation (5) [but not the subproblem Equation (3)]. That is, the no-SDN benchmark only optimizes the allocations within each given operator individually, i.e., performs essentially only "intra-operator" optimization. The no-SDN benchmark follows the same multi-timescale behavior with K 1 = 10, K 2 = 5, and K 3 = 10 as the SDN-based optimization. We report the aggregate of the gateway allocations ∑ g∈G o y g for operators o = 1 and 2 as the actual allocated operator upstream bitrates of the no-SDN benchmark; whereas, for the SDN-based optimization, we report the operator rate allocations x o .
We note that an alternate benchmark without any optimization could consider a static allocation of backhaul capacity portions to individual eNBs. Such a static allocation would perform poorly for dynamic bursty traffic models, as specified in Section 5.1.4. The static allocation would incur substantially longer queue lengths than the considered "intra-operator" optimization, which individually independently optimizes the allocations within each operator. Another alternative benchmark could employ conventional two-layer NUM between the eNBs and the operators (with the gateways subsumed by the operators). Such a two-layer benchmark would still perform the intra-operator optimization, but with only two layers compared to the three layers in the considered benchmark. These two benchmarks would generally perform similarly, with differences being influenced by convergence characteristics [79] . For the present study, we focus on the impact of the sharing of the backhaul resource across operators as quantified by comparing the considered no-SDN "intra-operator" optimization with the full SDN-based optimization involving the central SDN orchestrator.
Traffic Model
We model the upstream packet traffic generation at a given eNB (which is due to upstream packet arrivals from associated user end devices [91] ) as an independent Poisson process. We set the eNB Poisson process rates such that the aggregate load from the eNBs at a given operator o results in a base packet traffic load of 5 Mbps, whereby each of the 30 eNBs at a given operator o contributes equally to the aggregate operator load. We conduct simulations of 100 s of backhaul network operation, whereby the Poisson traffic generation occurs over time increments of 0.1 ms, i.e., one simulation run of 100 s corresponds to one Million Poisson packet traffic generation instantiations.
We consider dynamic upstream traffic variations, which can, for instance, be caused by new temporary connection establishment or data connection handovers, e.g., due to user mobility. Specifically, we initially simulate a peak load of 20 Mbps occurring by default at operator 1 from 10 to 20 s of a simulation run and at operator 2 from 50 to 60 s of a simulation run.
Results
Temporal Spacing of Operator Peak Demands
Overlapping Peak Demands
We first verify the correct operation of the SDN-based optimization for a scenario that does not permit inter-operator bitrate sharing, specifically, for a scenario where the peak periods of the upstream bitrate demand at the eNBs of the two operators occur simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 3a . Both operators experience a jump of the demanded upstream bitrate from 5 Mbps to 20 Mbps at simulation time 10 s; the 20 Mbps peak load persists for 10 s, and then returns to the 5 Mbps base load level. Note that these load levels correspond to the prescribed Poisson process rates, i.e., the actual load levels vary according to the stochastic characteristics of the Poisson packet generation processes around the prescribed bitrates, as is visible through the slight random "ripples" of the demand bitrates in Figure 3a . Figure 3 . Upstream traffic demands and corresponding backhaul bitrate allocations to operators as well as aggregated queue length of eNBs associated with a given operator when peak demand periods of the two operators overlap or are separated (fixed parameter: Mean drift-plus-penalty parameter V = 1000): For overlapping peak demands (a,b), both the SDN-based optimization and the benchmark without SDN allocate to each operator its maximum capacity of Z o = 10 Mbps to serve the peak demands; there is no sharing among operators. For separated peak demands (c,d), the SDN orchestrator dynamically shares the total aggregated backhaul capacity of Z = 20 Mbps among the two operators, reducing eNB queue lengths compared to the benchmark without SDN-based resource sharing.
We observe from the curves for the allocated operator rates (x o with SDN, ∑ g∈G o y g without SDN) in Figure 3a that both the SDN and no-SDN approaches allocate the maximum operator rate of Z o = 10 Mbps to serve the peak load. Since both operators experience the peak load at the same time, sharing among operators would not be sensible. Rather, each operator o should use its own full upstream bitrate resource Z o to minimize packet delays. We observe from Figure 3a that the SDN-based optimization meets this intuitive optimization goal and gives essentially the same rate allocations as the no-SDN benchmark. In particular, given the equal demands from the eNBs of both operators, the SDN-based optimization strives to allocate an equal share of half of the total upstream backhaul bitrate of Z = 20 Mbps to each operator while serving the peak load. Thus, for the entire simulation time duration, the resource allocation with SDN-based optimization follows the resource allocation without SDN.
The no-SDN benchmark solves the optimization up to the subproblem Equation (4), whereby the operator upstream transmission capacity is limited to Z o = 10 Mbps with the considered parameter settings. Thus, by solving subproblem (4), each operator in the no-SDN benchmark is able to allocate up to Z o = 10 Mbps when a demand burst occurs.
We note that a conventional static allocation of backhaul bitrate (without any dynamic optimization, not even the intra-operator optimization of the no-SDN benchmark) would allocate Z o = 10 Mbps for the entire simulation duration. However, only 5 Mbps out of these 10 Mbps could be used during the time period from 0 to 5 s and from 40 s onwards to the end of the simulation time, thus leading to wasted backhaul bandwidth.
We observe from Figure 3b that the queue lengths of the eNBs at both operators linearly increase at a constant rate since both operators experience the same peak load that exceeds their respective available backhaul bitrate Z o . In particular, the queue lengths increase from 0 to a maximum value corresponding to 10 s ×(20 − 10) Mbps = 100 Mbit while the peak load is feeding into the eNBs from 10 to 20 s simulation time. Subsequently, the queue length decreases down to zero over 20 s as effectively an "extra" backhaul bitrate of 5 Mbps, i.e., the allocated 10 Mbps minus the currently served base load of 5 Mbps, is serving the backlog from 20 s to 40 s simulation time. Figure 3c ,d considers the more typical operational scenario when peak demands for the different operators are separated in time, e.g., due to different traffic and mobility patterns of the end users. We observe from Figure 3c that the SDN-based optimization with backhaul resource sharing among the two operators allocates up to 15 Mbps to the operator that currently experiences the peak demand (while 5 Mbps continue to serve the other operator); thus fully using the total available backhaul bitrate Z = 20 Mbps. In contrast, the benchmark without SDN does not share backhaul capacity among operators. Accordingly, without SDN, operator 1 can only serve the peak demand that occurs from 10-20 s with its own 10 Mbps capacity; meanwhile, operator 2 uses only 5 Mbps of its 10 Mbps capacity and the other 5 Mbps are wasted.
Separated Peak Demands
The SDN-based backhaul resource sharing reduces the queue build-up in the eNBs, as observed in Figure 3d compared to the benchmark without SDN, implying shorter latencies with SDN-based sharing. The slight variations between the optimization behaviors for the peak demands of operators 1 and 2 are due to the random variations of the actual demands around the prescribed mean Poisson traffic rates.
Impact of Flexibility Parameter V
The mean-plus drift parameter V in the optimization framework, see Equation (7), relates to the degree of flexibility with which the operators can share the total aggregate backhaul capacity Z beyond their own backhaul capacity Z o . Figure 4 shows the performance of the resource allocation algorithm for increasing values of the flexibility parameter V, namely for V = 1, 10, and 100, while for V = 1000 we refer to Figure 3c,d. Moreover, Figure 4g ,h shows the optimization performance without the economic constraint (6) . We observe from Figure 4a ,c that for small V values, e.g., V = 1 and 10, the rate allocation with SDN optimization is nearly equivalent to the no-SDN benchmark. The small differences between the allocations with the SDN optimization and the no-SDN benchmark are mainly some low-amplitude oscillations in the SDN allocations. The allocation oscillations result from the optimization framework striving to adapt to slight random variations in the traffic generation processes. Accordingly, both the SDN optimization and the no-SDN benchmark give essentially the same eNB queue lengths as observed from Figure 4b,d . Intuitively, small V values restrict the drift from the mean in the optimization framework, which inherently corresponds to a low degree of flexibility when operators want to share each other's resources. In contrast, we observe for the higher V = 100 and 1000 values in Figure 4f and Figure 3d that SDN optimization with flexible backhaul resource sharing among operators achieves smaller eNB queue lengths than the no-SDN benchmark. We observe that the queue lengths for V = 1000 in Figure 3d are nearly as small as the queue lengths in Figure 4h for optimization without the long-run rate allocation constraint. Indeed, the rate allocation without the rate allocation constraint in Figure 4g is being approximated by the SDN rate allocation in Figure 3c . The rate allocation constraint safeguards against persistent unfair backhaul capacity usage by a given operator and is therefore generally recommended for operational networks.
Overall, we observe from Figures 3 and 4 that the SDN-based optimization of backhaul resource sharing can significantly lower the eNB queue lengths. These lowered eNB queue lengths translate into significantly reduced latencies for the end-user upstream traffic.
Impact of Spacing between Operator Traffic Bursts
While Figures 3 and 4 considered a fixed 40 s separation of the starting time instants of the data bursts (of 10 s duration) at the two operators, we consider a range of burst separations in Figure 5 . We observe from Figure 5 that a burst separation of zero, which corresponds to the scenario in Figure 3a In contrast, for the short separation times of 5 s and 10 s, we observe from Figure 5 that operator o = 1 achieves queue length reductions for the large V = 1000 setting, whereas the queue lengths for operator o = 2 increase. The eNBs at operator o = 1, which receives the earlier data burst, can still achieve queue length reductions by using some of the backhaul capacity of operator o = 2 to serve the data burst arriving to the eNBs at operator o = 1. However, the use of the o = 2 capacity by the o = 1 burst when the data burst to the eNBs at operator o = 2 arrives, slows down the service for the o = 2 burst, resulting in the o = 2 queue length increases observed in Figure 5 . However, we observe from Figure 5 that the average of the curves for o = 1 and o = 2 for the V = 1000 setting is slightly below the corresponding queue length averages for operation without SDN or with the inflexible V = 10. Thus, the flexible sharing of backhaul capacity with V = 1000 does not "harm" the overall system compared to operation without sharing. The QMW benchmark gives yet lower queue length as QMW shares the bandwidths of the two operators without any constraints, i.e., corresponds to V approaching infinity (which would not enforce fair bandwidth allocations to operators).
Impact of Random Traffic Bursts at Operators
The traffic model from Section 5.1.4 consisted of eNB Poisson packet traffic, whereby the eNB Poisson traffic rates at a given operator o were set to result in traffic bursts at prescribed times, as examined in Sections 5.2.1 through Sections 5.2.3. We now generalize this traffic model to random traffic bursts as follows. The eNBs continue to generate independent Poisson packet traffic. The eNB Poisson packet rates at a given operator o, o = 1, 2, follow an independent two-state (on and off) Markov chain. In the on state, the 30 eNBs at a given operator generate an aggregate Poisson traffic rate of 20 Mbps; while in the off state, there is no packet generation. Both states have exponentially distributed random sojourn times with a mean of 10 s. The load is varied by adjusting the steady-state probability p on of being in the on state and each simulation scenario is run for 1000 s. Figure 6a shows the mean eNB queue length as a function of the on-state probability p on , i.e., effectively as a function of the load level. We observe from Figure 6 that the SDN control achieves eNB queue length reductions across the entire stable load range from a small on-state (burst) probability p on up to a load level near the stability limit, which would be reached for p on = 0.5. The eNB queue length reduction appears initially modest for small p on because the bursts are rare for low p on , i.e., the behavior is similar to the individual burst scenario considered in Figures 3 and 4 and thus can be cleared relatively quickly, even without SDN control. For increasing p on , the bursts become more frequent, the eNB queue backlogs increase and flexible SDN control with V = 1000 achieves substantial queue reductions compared to operation without SDN control and compared to a less flexible SDN control with V = 100. Figure 6b -d show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the eNB queue occupancy for three load levels, represented by different p on . We observe from Figure 6b -d that the CDF curves for SDN control reach the level of one within a much smaller span of eNB queue lengths than the operation without SDN control. For instance, for the medium load level p on = 0.35, the CDF for the SDN control with V = 100 reaches one for a queue length of about 90 kB; whereas, operation without SDN control reaches a CDF level of one only for around 760 kB eNB queue length. Thus, the CDF results indicate vastly reduced variability of the eNB queue length with the SDN control as the SDN control reacts to the traffic bursts by actively re-allocating backhaul resources among the O = 2 considered operators.
We observe from Figure 6d that for the low eNB queue occupancies in the range up to about 200 kB, operation without SDN control achieves higher probabilities of keeping the eNB queue lengths in this low range than SDN control with V = 100. This is mainly because the SDN control strives for fairness. If some eNB has a small queue occupancy compared to the other eNBs, the SDN control balances out the eNB queue occupancies via the centrally coordinated backhaul bandwidth allocation. In particular, the CDF curve for SDN control with V = 100 indicates that almost all the queue occupancies occur around the 200 to 250 kB range (the larger V = 1000 allows for flexible violations of the fairness constraint while sharing the backhaul bandwidth and thus achieves substantially lower queue occupancies). If some services do not want to be subjected to this fairness guided resource allocation and rather want priority service, then the priorities can be implemented through weights for their utilities. We considered only O = 2 operators sharing the overall backhaul resource Z in this section. When a larger number O of operators shares the overall resource, then the performance of the SDN control would further improve in accordance with the classical statistical multiplexing gains for many variable bitrate traffic streams sharing a common resource [28, 61, [92] [93] [94] . In this and the preceding evaluation scenarios, traffic bursts were generated on a per-operator basis, i.e., an independent Markov chain for each operator o, o = 1, 2, determined the Poisson packet traffic rates (whereby the eNBs at an operator contributed equally to the operator traffic load). This per-operator traffic burst scenario reflects situations where traffic demands shift among operators, e.g., as large groups of users move among different nearby sub-networks, e.g., from lecture halls to restaurants (whereby the lecture halls and the restaurants have different operators) in a campus setting. In the next section, we consider per-eNB Markov chain modulated Poisson packet traffic rates that reflect situations where each eNB generates traffic bursts independently, e.g., when individual users conduct bursty Internet transactions, e.g., upload files.
Impact of Random eNB Traffic Bursts
To evaluate the multi-layer multi-timescale approach for a large-scale network with independent eNB traffic bursts we modify the LayBack architecture from Section 5.1.1 as follows. We consider O = 20 operators, each with two GWs; each GW has five eNBs, for a total of 200 eNBs. The overall backhaul capacity still equals Z = 20 Mbps, but the operator backhaul capacity is Z o = 1 Mbps. We consider this large network for random eNB Poisson packet traffic bursts generated according to an independent two-state (on and off) Markov chain for each of the 200 eNBs. An eNB generates 0.2 Mbps of Poisson packet traffic in the on state (fixed sojourn time of 10 s) and no traffic in the off state (exponentially distributed random sojourn time with mean 20 s for low load, 15 s for medium load, and 12 s for high load). The stationary distribution of visits to the on and off states is kept at 0.5 and 0.5. The resulting long-run traffic load for the medium load scenario is 16 Mbps (=200·0.2 Mbps·(0.5·10 s)/(0.5·10 s + 0.5·15 s)), while the long-run traffic loads for the low and high load scenarios are 13.3 Mbps and 18.2 Mbps, respectively.
We observe from Figure 7a that for the light load scenario the SDN orchestrated backhaul bitrate allocation increases the probabilities for low eNB queue occupancies below 50 kB only relatively slightly compared to the operation without SDN. In contrast, we observe from Figure 7b vastly increased probabilities for low eNB queue occupancies below 50 kB with the SDN control compared to operation without SDN. More specifically, SDN control keeps the eNB queue lengths below 50 kB with a probability near one, whereas queue lengths below 50 kB occur only with a probability of about 0.4 without SDN control. If five or fewer eNBs at a given operator are in the on (traffic burst of 0.2 Mbps) state, then the aggregate traffic of the ten eNBs at the operator can be accommodated within the operator backhaul capacity of Z o = 1 Mbps. If six or more eNBs at a given operator are in the traffic burst state and another operator has less than five eNBs in the traffic burst state, then the SDN control can share the backhaul resource among the operators. For the light traffic scenario (Figure 7a ), occurrences of six or more simultaneous eNB traffic bursts at a given operator occur only occasionally; thus, there are relatively few opportunities for SDN control to share backhaul resources.
For the medium and high load levels (Figure 7b ,c) it becomes increasingly likely that the aggregate load from the ten eNBs at a given operator exceeds the operator backhaul capacity Z o . At the same time, due to the general Poisson process clumping behaviors [95, 96] , it is likely that the eNB traffic bursts "clump" at a given operator and exceed Z o , while other operators have spare backhaul capacity. Thus, central SDN control of the backhaul capacity allocation can achieve substantial eNB queue length reductions compared to the operation without SDN.
Regarding the flexibility parameter V, we observe from Figure 7 that the benefit of the large V = 1000 relative to the smaller V = 100 increases as the load increases from the light/medium load to the high load. This is mainly because, 1/V is essentially the penalty for using spare bandwidth from other operators. For the light and moderate load levels, there are only relatively rare to moderately frequent occasions of bandwidth sharing; thus, there is no pronounced effect of V. For the high load (which corresponds to a long-run average overall backhaul use of 10/12), the assumption of the Lyapunov optimization is satisfied (i.e., the queues are stable), allowing the increased V to reduce the queue lengths. Figure 7d considers the medium load scenario for short eNB bursts of 0.5 s (with corresponding 0.75 s off state sojourn time). Comparing Figure 7b ,d, we observe that the operation without SDN achieves shorter eNB queue lengths with the short bursts in Figure 7d compared to the long bursts in Figure 7b . For example, an eNB queue length under 100 kB is achieved with over 0.8 probability in Figure 7d , but only less than 0.65 probability in Figure 7b . Intuitively, the shorter eNB traffic bursts create only smaller eNBs queue backlogs that are easier to clear with the limited operator bandwidth Z o . We also observe from the comparison of Figure 7b ,d that the gap between SDN control with V = 100 and with V = 1000 has slightly widened in Figure 7d , mainly due to the CDF curve for V = 100 reaching only lower values in Figure 7d compared to Figure 7b . This is primarily because the shorter burst in Figure 7d require more flexibility from the SDN control; however, the V = 100 control provides only limited flexibility and can therefore not perform quite as well as for the longer bursts in Figure 7b . Nevertheless, even though the gap between operation with SDN control vs. operation without SDN control has slightly shrunken in Figure 7d compared to Figure 7b , the SDN control still achieved substantial eNB queue length reductions.
Conclusions
This article has presented a multi-timescale approach for optimizing the sharing of backhaul resources in the SDN-based layered backhaul (LayBack) network architecture. Through primal dual decomposition and Lyapunov drift techniques we decomposed the traditionally centralized SDN resource management into a distributed management model. The distributed resource management accommodates realistic signaling propagation delays by conducting optimization computations at the higher gateway and SDN orchestrator layers at slower timescales compared to the fast-timescale operation at the eNB radio nodes. The distributed optimization is also highly scalable as only slow timescale optimizations of the sharing of the backhaul resources among multiple operators are performed at the central SDN orchestrator; the finer-grained faster timescale resource allocations to the individual eNB radio nodes and various gateway nodes are performed at the lower layers of the multi-layered multi-timescale optimization.
Our numerical evaluations for backhaul example networks have quantified the performance characteristics of the described multi-timescale backhaul resource optimization. We found that the SDN controlled sharing of the backhaul resources among operators can significantly reduce the queue lengths at the radio nodes, e.g., the eNBs that serve the upstream traffic from the wireless end users, compared to an optimization without SDN controlled resource sharing.
There are many interesting directions for future research on optimizing the backhaul in wireless networks. This present case study has focused on demonstrating the feasibility of a multi-timescale optimization with a specific example optimization methodology (gradient descent combined with Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty method) in a specific configuration of the LayBack backhaul network architecture. Future research should examine how wireless backhaul network architectures should be dimensioned, e.g., how many layers and how many nodes should be in a given layer for a range of anticipated end-device densities and mobility patterns over the geographic area covered by the wireless backhaul network architecture, so as to best support the optimization processes for resource allocation. With the emergence of multi-access edge computing (MEC) it may become important to widen the scope of resource allocation optimization to cover communication, caching (storage), and computation (e.g., virtual machine compute processing) resources [97] [98] [99] . Moreover, the suitability of the various types of optimization methodologies for the resource allocation in wireless backhaul networks should be broadly studied and compared. The comparison should consider both the optimization performance as well as the practical operational aspects, e.g., simplicity and computation resource usage. Another important future research aspect is robustness and reliability of the wireless backhaul network. Emerging cyber-physical systems, such as medical devices that provide critical diagnostics and continuous therapeutic interventions to humans going about their daily lives [100] as well as networked vehicular systems [101] [102] [103] , such as the transportation systems in smart cities, require uninterrupted connectivity with high quality of service levels. Wireless backhaul networks need multiple redundant connectivity paths that provide fail-over functionalities in case of failures [104] [105] [106] . Future backhaul resource optimization needs to account for and route among these multiple connectivity paths (e.g., with SDN support [107, 108] ) and optimally allocate resources during normal operation as well as after various failure scenarios. Furthermore, it would be of interest to implement the SDN controlled backhaul resource sharing in SDN testbeds [109] [110] [111] to verify the resource sharing performance characteristics in real operational networks.
